What are the **characteristics** of an effective Math Teacher Leader?

- organized
- resourceful
- flexible
- a facilitator
- advocate
- school data
- knowledgeable
- resourceful
- positive attitude

Grouped the attributes and asked the question:
What actions would you be doing if you were being *knowledgeable*? Or if you were *facilitating*? Or being *resourceful*?

Examples generated by MTLs

- present information at staff meetings
- meet with principal and learning team
- examine student work from CABS with grade level teachers
Then the prioritization process was implemented.

Using dots you weighed in on what was the most important work of an MTL.

What did you want to hold yourself accountable for?

What actions would make a difference on the teaching and learning of mathematics.
Here is your product.

(1) How do we use this tool to support the work of the MMP?

(2) How do we organize the document? What are your ideas?

Actions

- **MTL**
- **MTL and Learning Team**
- **MTL and School Staff**